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Chip multiprocessors (CMPs) or multicores are emerging as the dominant computing
platform. Recently, Hill and Marty developed the model which augmenting Amdahl’s
law to the multicore hardware, and this model has received great attention. However,
there are still the following fundamental problems in the perspective of theory remains
unsolved, such as: How general is the observation in Hill–Marty model, does it only hold
for some speciﬁc architectures? As a corollary of Amdahl’s law, what does Hill–Marty
model learn from and break through Amdahl’s law? This paper investigates an analytical
and quantitative analysis to these problems, the obtained results could provide computer
architects with a better understanding of multicore scalability.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The multicore scalability is an important problem for
the future generations of chips with multiple processor
cores. Recently, Hill and Marty [6] augmented Amdahl’s
law to multicore hardware by constructing a cost model
for the number and performance of cores that the chip
can support. They observed that obtaining optimal multicore performance will require further research in both
extracting more parallelism and making sequential cores
faster. They indicated that in addition to working on the
parallelization of applications, researchers should also pay
attention to investigating methods of speeding sequential
performance even if they appear locally ineﬃcient, since
these methods can be globally eﬃcient as they reduce
the sequential phase, which is the bottleneck in Amdahl’s
framework. This work (Hill–Marty model) has received
much attention in the parallel computing and multicore
area [2,11]. The related applications of this model have varied from the instruction level [10], operating systems [3],
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to the TRIPS computer system [4] and multicore algorithm
designs [9].
Of course, Hill and Marty’s model has deﬁciency. Indicated by Hill and Marty themselves, this model ignored the
important effects of dynamic and static power, as well as
on- and off-chip memory system and interconnect design,
etc. [6]. And the communication cost between cores is also
an important factor not considered in their model. However, in this paper, we will not discuss how to incorporate
these missing factors to this model or how to apply this
model to real applications.
On the other hand, we will study the following fundamental problems from theoretical perspective, such as:
Is the observation in Hill–Marty model speciﬁc or general
for multicore architectures? And since Hill–Marty model is
only a corollary of Amdahl’s law, what is the breakthrough
of this model to Amdahl’s law? And what does this model
learn from Amdahl’s framework?
2. Amdahl’s law and Hill–Marty model
More than four decades ago, Gene Amdahl deﬁned his
law for the special case of using p processors in parallel
when he argued for the single-processor approach’s validity for achieving large-scale computing capabilities [1]. He
used a limit argument to assume that a fraction f of a pro-
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gram’s execution time was inﬁnitely parallelizable with no
scheduling overhead, while the remaining fraction, 1 − f ,
was totally sequential. Without presenting an equation, he
noted that the speedup on p processors is governed by:

Speedup parallel ( f , p ) =

1
1 − f + f /p

.

Despite its simplicity, Amdahl’s law applies broadly and
gives important insights such as: (i) Attack the common
case: When f is small, optimization will have little effect;
(ii) The aspects you ignore also limit speedup: Even if p
approaches inﬁnity, the speedup is bounded by 1/(1 − f ).
Hill and Marty augmented Amdahl’s law to multicore
hardware by constructing a cost model for the number and
performance of cores that the chip can support [6]. They
ﬁrst assumed that a multicore chip of given size and technology generation can contain at most n base core equivalents (BCE) (where a single BCE implements the baseline
core). Second, they assumed that architects can use the
resources of multiple BCEs to create a core with greater
sequential performance. If the performance of a single-BCE
core is 1, they assumed that architects can expend the resources of r BCEs to create a powerful core with sequential
performance perf (r ), where perf is an increasing function
and satisﬁes 1 < perf (r ) < r. According to the cost model,
they classify the architecture of multicore chips into three
categories: symmetric, asymmetric and dynamic multicore
chips.
In this paper we choose the recently popular asymmetric architecture as an example. In an asymmetric multicore
chip, there is one big core (consuming more BCEs) which
is more powerful than the others (all consuming one-BCE
resource). With a resource budget of n BCEs, an asymmetric multicore chip can have 1 + n − r cores because the
single larger core consumes r (1  r  n) resources and
leaves n − r resources for the one-BCE cores. This chip uses
the one core with more resources to execute sequentially
at performance perf (r ). In the parallel fraction, however, it
gets performance perf (r ) from the large core and performance 1 from each of the n − r base cores. Overall, according to Amdahl’s law, the speedup of an asymmetric multicore chip (relative to using one single-BCE core) is [6]:

Speedupasymmetric ( f , n, r ) =

1
1− f
perf (r )

+

f
perf (r )+n−r

.

In this paper we assume that the parallel fraction f is
not in the extremes ( f = 0 or f = 1), which can be easily
treated separately. So it holds that 0 < f < 1.
3. How general is the observation in Hill–Marty model?
Note that in Hill–Marty’s speedup formula, the parallel
fraction f and the performance function perf are supposed
to be known beforehand. The number of resources n is also
ﬁxed when the multicore chip’s size and technology generation are given. So the only leaving variable parameter
is r. From the deﬁnition of r, it can be seen that 1  r  n.
One of the main purpose of their work is to determine the
optimal r0 in the perspective of speedup. According to the
deﬁnition of r0 in asymmetric architecture, it is clear that
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r0 = 1 means that the optimal architecture is all the cores
are base cores, which indicates that we should exploit the
parallelism as more as possible and do not need to make
sequential cores faster; however, r0 = n means that we
should build a chip with only one big core including all
the resources, and this indicates that the parallelism is not
important but all the attempt should be paid to make sequential cores faster.
However, Hill and Marty observed that generally the
optimal speedup will not occur at the extremes (r0 = 1 or
r0 = n), but between the extremes (1 < r0 < n). So they
arrived at the observation that “obtaining optimal multicore performance will require further research in both
extracting more parallelism and making sequential cores
faster” [6]. Note that in all their graphs in [6], Hill and
Marty assumed that perf (r ) = r 0.5 , which is a very speciﬁc function. Nonetheless, Hill and Marty also tried other
similar functions (for example, r 2/3 ), but found no important changes to their results. They also stated that their
equations allow perf to be any arbitrary function [6]. In
their website for this project [13], they also provided a
program in which the performance function can be chose
as the combination of any elementary mathematical functions, and the number of resources n can be selected as
any reasonable number.
According to the speedup formula of asymmetric multicore, if the parallel fraction f is ﬁxed, then it is clear that
the choice of performance function perf and the number n
is critical to the property of the optimal r0 . According to
Moore’s law, the number of BCE resources n will increase
continually as technology develops. Note that, Hill and
Marty’s observation cannot be generalized to any arbitrary
performance function and reasonable n only through experiments on some speciﬁc functions and numbers n using
computer program. To validate whether their observation
holds in a general framework, theoretical proof is needed.
In [12], we had theoretically proved that Hill and Marty’s observation holds for any performance function in the
form of perf (r ) = r c with 0 < c < 1. However, in real applications, the performance function might be more complex than r c . For example, it can be: perf (r ) = 0.7r 0.5 +
0.2r 1/3 + 0.1. Although theoretically the performance function perf can be any reasonable function, it should also
satisfy the following practical restrictions: (i) perf (1) = 1;
(ii) perf (r ) < r; (iii) perf (r ) is an increasing function of r;
(iv) limr →∞ perf  (r ) = 0. The ﬁrst three conditions are
clear. The fourth condition states that perf should be like
a saturated function, which means that when the number
of resources including in a core is big enough, the performance gain of increasing resources continually will be very
small. Then we can prove the following result.
Claim 1. If the number of resource budget including in a multicore chip increases continually as technology develops, then Hill
and Marty’s observation holds for any reasonable performance
function satisfying practical restrictions.
Proof. We view the speedup as a function of r:

S (r ) = Speedupasymmetric ( f , n, r ) =

1
1− f
p (r )

+

f
p (r )+n−r

.
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Since n will increase continually, we only need to prove
that limn→∞ S (1) and limn→∞ S (n) will not be the maximal speedup. According to the rule of ﬁrst derivative,



S  (r ) = S 2 (r )


f ( p  (r ) − 1)
(1 − f ) p  (r )
.
+
p 2 (r )
( p (r ) + n − r )2

Since p (1) = 1, it holds that



lim S  (1) = lim S 2 (1) (1 − f ) p  (1) +

n→∞

n→∞

=

p  (1)
1− f

f ( p  (1) − 1)



n2

> 0.

Then it is clear that the maximum of speedup will not be
achieved at r = 1. And it holds that:





lim S  (n) = lim p  (n) − f = − f < 0.

n→∞

Since Hill–Marty model is only a corollary of Amdahl’s
model, this introduced unlimited speedup can be viewed
as the biggest breakthrough of Hill–Marty model to Amdahl’s framework. It can be seen that the breakthrough
of speedup is actually caused by the introducing of the
performance function perf. Although, currently hardware
designers can’t build cores that achieve arbitrary high performance by adding more resources. However, Hill and
Marty’s work provides an idea to overcome the limitation
of Amdahl’s framework – making sequential cores faster.
Researchers should investigate methods of speeding sequential performance even if they appear locally ineﬃcient
(for example, perf (r ) = r 0.5 ). These methods can be globally eﬃcient as they reduce the sequential phase, which is
the bottleneck in Amdahl’s framework.
5. What does Hill–Marty model learn from Amdahl’s law?

n→∞

Then it can be seen that the maximal speedup will not be
achieved at r = n either. 2
Claim 1 indicates that as technology develops according
to Moore’s law, for any practical performance function, obtaining optimal multicore performance will require further
research in both extracting more parallelism and making
sequential cores faster.
4. What is the breakthrough of Hill–Marty model to
Amdahl’s law?
Recall that in Amdahl’s law, even if the number of processors p approaches inﬁnity, the speedup is bounded by
1/(1 − f ). In Hill and Marty’s model, if the number of resource budget n approaches inﬁnity, will the speedup also
be limited?

Although Hill and Marty’s work overcomes the most
signiﬁcant limitation of Amdahl’s framework, since it is a
corollary of Amdahl’s model, it must have inherited some
properties of Amdahl’s model. Among these properties,
which one is the most important and inherent under Amdahl’s framework? The following result can be given.
Claim 3. In Hill–Marty model, the architecture of including
all the BCE resources in one single core is always sub-optimal,
which reproduces Amdahl’s argument on the validity of the
single-processor approach to achieving large-scale computing
capabilities.
Proof. Suppose the optimal architecture is r = r0 , then for
any 1 r  n, it holds that

Speedup( f , n, r )  Speedup( f , n, r0 ).
And it is clear that

Claim 2. If the number of resource budget n increases continually as technology develops, then the optimal speedup in Hill–
Marty model will not be limited by a constant.
Proof. Note that for any reasonable performance function,
limn→∞ perf (n) = ∞ should be satisﬁed. If we consider the
speedup at r = n, then it is clear that

lim Speedup(r = n) = lim perf (n) = ∞.

n→∞

n→∞

So it can be seen that in Hill–Marty model, the optimal
speedup is not limited by a constant when the number
of resources increases continually as technology develops
according to Moore’s law. 2
In Claim 2 it seems puzzling that the performance
could be unbounded given unbounded resources. Here
we give a practical example: If the constraining resource
on performance is power, then given unlimited power
(and heat dissipation capabilities), it should be possible
to achieve unlimited performance. Since given unlimited
power and cooling, you can just increase the processor’s
clock frequency to inﬁnity leading to inﬁnite performance
gains.

Speedup( f , n, r = n) = perf (n),
so we have

perf (n)  Speedup( f , n, r0 ).
On the other hand, it holds that

1

Speedup( f , n, r ) =

=

1− f
perf (r )

+

perf (r )
1− f

f

perf (r )+n−r

<

1
1− f
perf (r )

.

Since perf is an increasing function, so perf (r )  perf (n).
Then for any 1  r  n, we have

Speedup( f , n, r ) < perf (n)/(1 − f ).
Then it is clear that

Speedup( f , n, r0 ) < perf (n)/(1 − f ).
So it holds that

perf (n)  Speedup( f , n, r0 ) < perf (n)/(1 − f ).
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This indicates that the optimal performance is always
within 1/(1− f ) times of the performance of the architecture including all the BCE resources in one single core. 2
Claim 3 states that although in Hill and Marty’s model,
obtaining optimal multicore performance will require both
extracting more parallelism and making sequential cores
faster, however, in common cases it only requires limited
parallel computing. This reproduces Amdahl’s argument,
and can be viewed as the most important and inherent
property of Hill–Marty model originated from Amdahl’s
framework.
Note that, Amdahl’s law is also known as the ﬁxedsize speedup model, which assumed that the problem size,
and so the parallelization fraction f , has not increased
as the computing power scales up. However, since more
computing resources might advantageously allow greater
parallelism from larger problem size, future works should
also investigate extending the Gustafson’s law (ﬁxed-time
speedup model) [5] and Sun–Ni’s law (memory-bounded
speedup model) [7,8] in the multicore era.
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